is the third largest cranberry producing region and the first for organic cranberries

is the largest organic wild blueberry producing region

where you can find the perfect growing conditions:

- Acid soil
- Plenty of fresh water
- Space
- Ideal climate means best coloration pigment
- Rigorous winter means less pesticides use
- No air-application of pesticides
- Ongoing research with Fruit d'Or Crop advisor

WE BELIEVE IN SUSTAINABILITY

- Made without...

- Irradiated products or ingredients
- Preservatives, colours, flavours or chemical additives
- GMOs

WE BELIEVE IN OFFERING THE FRUIT AS NATURAL AS POSSIBLE.

Source: Canadian Organic Trade Association

WHAT MEANS ORGANIC TO US?

Means our fruits are grown without...

- Toxic and persistent synthetic pesticides, herbicides, fungicides or fertilizers
- Toxic fuel fertilizers (nitrogen) or sewage sludge
- Genetically modified organisms or nanotechnology
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FRUIT D’OR IS AN INTERNATIONAL ECO-RESPONSIBLE COMPANY SPECIALIZED IN BERRIES PROCESSING.

WHAT MAKES DIFFERENT

Fruit d’Or offers a wide range of cranberry and blueberry products. Whether you’re looking for dried fruit, puree or concentrated fruit juice, frozen fruit, fruit in puree or powder form, we have it.
FRUIT D’OR IS THE WORLDWIDE LEADER IN ORGANIC CRANBERRY PROCESSING